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A New Paradigm of Female Leadership Is Making Waves Into The 21st 

Century – It’s Time For A Transformational Shift! 

 

“A truly spectacular and transformational Summit! Very well organised, highly empowering and 

inspiring speakers, talks, atmosphere, and great food! I must say this is the best transformational 

female-led event I have attended so far! Many congratulations to Dr Sylvia and her team, and I look 

very forward to the next!” Participant. 

 

Global Visionary Women Network and partners proudly hosted The Global Women Leadership Summit 

2018 on 3rd of March at The Marriott Marble Arch Hotel London, which hailed a milestone in the collective 

aspiration of achieving A New Paradigm Of Female Leadership. This year’s transformational event saw Global 

pioneers/ leaders /change agents, speakers, entrepreneurs, exhibitors/innovative brands, and delegates from all 

over the UK convened at The Nation’s Capital to participate and share their remarkable knowledge/ wisdom, 

passion, and expertise on the day. 

 

              Her Royal Majesty - Queen Naa Tsotsoo Soyoo I, Matron and Global Ambassador for Global Visionary 

Women Network also joined us at the summit with her magnificent charm and grace. She was in attendance as The 

Royal Matron and distinguished Keynote Speaker, and delivered a remarkable talk overwhelmed with wisdom and 

sagacity. 

 

The Summit officially kicked off with a very inspiring keynote and welcome message from the 

Founder/Global Chair of GVWN, and Founder/CEO of Voice of Nations, Dr. Sylvia Forchap-Likambi, who conveyed 

an inspiring and meditative insight to the summit theme and shared powerful implementation strategies for A New 

Paradigm of Female Leadership.  

 

  Dr Irfana Koita, Founder of IVF Matters then gave a very compelling, thought provoking, and timely keynote 

speech on Female Leadership and The Child Bearing Agenda – Paving the Way In Ethical Leadership and Global 

Sustainability. This was immediately followed by a powerful panel session which constituted of an undeniable blend 

of outstanding female and male visionaries/ pioneers and minds, who explored practical ways of achieving this New 

Paradigm Of Female leadership. The discussions underscored the importance of women’s mental, emotional and 

physical health and wellbeing and explored the indispensable role of collaboration and the involvement of men and 

children in this new paradigm. The session was finalized by powerful contributions from inspired and engaging 

delegates, followed by a networking lunch and exhibition.  
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  Delegates and another set of distinguished visionaries /global leaders and change agents were welcomed 

into yet another thrilling and highly empowering panel session that galvanized the role of empowerment, personal 

branding and investment in the establishment, implementation and sustainability of this New Paradigm of Female 

Leadership.  

 

  Another distinctive feature of this year’s summit was the unprecedented platform and opportunity offered 

to innovative female led SMEs to pitch and create extensive awareness of their unique services/products, and to be 

voted by the delegates to receive the Ultimate Brand Award, sponsored and presented by RIA Financial, a leading 

global financial company. The Winner of The Ultimate Brand Award was Azalizo who well-deserved it for their 

inspirational brand and the uniqueness of their African and intercontinental cuisine.   
 

               After a truly successful and remarkable transformational day, the Summit was crowned by a relaxing 

Networking Cocktail, immediately followed by a luxurious and exquisite 3 course buffet dinner, which was further 

illuminated by some mesmerising Bollywood dance and singing performances. 

 

               Special Recognition Awards were awarded to three leading female pioneers and champions for their 

enormous and valuable contribution in driving positive change and making a difference. The awards and recipients 

were: The Iconic Leader Award to HRM Queen Naa Tsotsoo Soyoo I for her remarkable transformational leadership 

qualities and profound wisdom; The Children Legacy Award to Debbie Ariyo OBE for her relentless contribution 

towards the protection of the rights and dignity of the African child; and The Rejuvenation Award to Dr. Irfana 

Koita for her tireless devotion towards reviving hope in mothers. 

  

              The Summit was concluded with acknowledgements, closing remarks/farewell, and powerful testimonies 

and remarks from our valuable guests, highlighting the success of the summit and making it an unprecedented 

advancement towards a new paradigm of female leadership. 

 

“The Global Women Leadership Summit 2018 is an extraordinary endeavour to achieve a new paradigm 

of female leadership. Congratulations to the Global Visionary Women Network for achieving this much 

needed collaboration from the global visionaries at a single platform with a common goal” Participant 

 


